Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman have shown that if a polynomial A(t), with complex hermitian matrices as coefficients, has nonzero determinant and is such that A(A) has constant signature for all real A for which det A(h) f 0, then A(t) admits a factorization
set of roots of det A(t).
If A E C then A(A) E M,(C). If A* = A and A E R, then A(A) is a complex hermitian matrix. For any complex hermitian matrix H we denote by sig H its signature, i.e., the difference between the number of its positive and the number of its negative eigenvalues (counting multiplicities).
We say that a hermitian matrix A(t) E M,(R), with det A(t) # 0, has constant signature if sig A(A) is independent of A E R \ c(A).
The following theorem is due to Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman [3] .
THEOREM 1. Let A(t) E M,(R) b e a hermitian matrix with det A(t) #

Zf A(t) has constant signature, then A(t) = B*(t)DB(t)
for some B(t) E M,(R) an some nonsingular hermitian matrix D E M,(C).
d Their proof as given in [3] makes use of some deep results of perturbation theory. The object of this section is to give a simple proof of the above theorem.
The regular case where det A(t) is a (nonzero) constant was settled earlier by Lyubachevskii [5] and Coppel [l] . The author has extended that result to more general polynomial rings [2] , and a very recent exposition of his work can be found in [4, Chapter VII, Theorem (2.3.1)]. Coppel's proof is also presented in [3] . Hence there is no need to consider the regular case here.
For the proof we need the following simple lemma. Recall that, for real A, sgn (A) is 1, 0, or -1 according as A is positive, zero, or negative.
LEMMAS. Let
H(A) = A( A) (A -Ao)B(A) (A-A@(A)* (A -A,)C(A)
be a hermitian matrix depending on a real parameter A E (a, b). Assume that A, E (a, b), that A( A), B(A), and C(A) are continuous functions of A, and that A( A,,) and C( A,) are nonsingular. Then for 1 A -A,( sufficiently small we have sig H( A) = sig A( A) + sgn( A -A,)
. sig C( A).
Proof.
The assertion is true if A = A,. We shall assume that A > A,. The proof in the case A < A,, is similar. As A*(t) = A(t), the polynomials d,(t) have real coefficients. By replacing A(t) with F*(t>-lA(t>F(t>pl, we may assume that A(t) = E(t)D(t). As 6 > 0, d,(t) is not a constant. Let A0 be a root of d,(t). The last column of A(t) is divisible by t -A,. Since A*(t) = A(t), the last row of A(t) is divisible by t -A,,. Hence if either A,, # ha, or A, = &, and (t -A,)2 divides d,(t), we have a factorization
A(t) = C*(t)H(t)C(t),
where H(t) E M,(R) is a hermitian matrix and C(t) = diag( 1,. , 1, t -A,).
Since H(t) has constant signature and det H(t) has degree 6 -2, we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain the assertion in this case.
It remains to consider the case in which A, E R and A, is a simple root of d,(t). For A E R let f* : C" X C" + C be the hermitian form defined by and set f = fh,. The form f is degenerate; its radical K is the nullspace of the matrix A(&). If r is the rank of A( A,), then the last n -r columns of A( A,) are 0, and so K consists of all vectors in C" whose first r coordinates are 0. where H(t) E M,(R) is a hermitian matrix and C(t) = diag(t -A,, 1, . . , 1). Since H(t) has constant signature and det H(t) has degree 6 -2, we can use the inductive hypothesis to complete the proof. n
MATRICES OVER THE LAURENT POLYNOMIAL RING
Now R will denote the ring C[t, t-l], and * the involution of R which extends the complex conjugation on C and such that t* = t -'. Let A(t) E &f,(R), and assume that det A(t) # 0. Then the spectrum of A, denoted by
